LEAN DIGITAL INSURANCE
In a rapidly changing world ‘Lean digital’ has become a must for insurance companies who want to survive.
The emergence of InsurTech companies, the threat of BigTech companies (like Amazon, Google, Facebook,…)
as potential new entrants are just two out of several factors forcing many insurance companies to ‘go digital’.
Insurance companies who succeeded in becoming ‘Lean digital’ have achieved a sensible increase of
economic performance.

IMPACT OF DIGITALIZATION

+40%

Insurers that implemented digital sales
and transaction automation
Net Profit

+25%

Insurers that implemented advanced
analytics, machine learning and iOT
Revenue

-15%

Insurers that implemented digital direct
marketing models
Operational Cost

Automation of main core insurance processes (such as underwriting, policy administration and claims
management), allowing capture of data for profiling insured customers and conversion of this data into actionable
insights, is FP’s way to become ‘Lean digital’.

Insurance companies must be aware that the global market is rapidly changing
and adapting to new digital business models. Who doesn’t start a ‘Lean digital’
transformation will be wiped out by the competition.

GCC vs. KSA MARKET GROWTH
GCC and KSA insurance sectors are living a strong expansion period with a yearly double digit growth of
10.5% that will bring the market to reach a size of USD 39.3 billion in GCC and of USD 14.5 billion in KSA.

GCC vs KSA
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KSA shows currently the 3rd biggest
insurance market growth in the GCC behind
UAE and Oman who are benefiting of the
recent application of the insurance
mandatory regulation

GCC market is expected to grow with a CAGR
of 10.9% until 2021
KSA market is expected to grow with a CAGR
of 10.5% until 2021

Expansion of compulsory insurance coverage
in the health segment (e.g. enforcement of
small and medium size companies to insure
their employees)

Main drivers of growth in KSA

Expansion of compulsory insurance coverage
in the vehicle segments (e.g. enforcement of
car owners to renew insurances or to insure
used cars)
Increase of insurance contracts due to women
being allowed to drive

+49.5%

Increase in the average premium per contract
due to higher prices linked to stricter and
more accurate risk assessment procedures

Penetration Rates 2017

The insurance sector penetration rate in KSA
is 4 times lower compared to the global rate
and 2 times lower compared to the emerging
markets rate

Gross Written Premiums
Gross Domestic Product

4x

These gaps confirm the KSA growth potential
for the upcoming years
These gaps in KSA are due to:
- low awareness among population with
regards to insurance products in general

2x

6.2%
3.2%

- influence of current government welfare
program (e.g. population still prefers to
use the KSA national healthcare system)

1.5%
World

Emerging
Markets

KSA

Characteristics of KSA market 2017

84%
General
vehicle

Health

84% of the current KSA market is driven by
compulsory insurance in the general vehicle
and health sectors

31%

Only 3% of insurance products in the
segment protection & savings (e.g. life
insurances)

53%
13%

General other

3%

Protection
& Savings

KSA insurance market is characterized by a low level of maturity:
- low product differentiation
- low product innovation
- price wars

Insurance Market Concentration 2017
(first 3 quarters 2017)

KSA insurance market
presents a high level of
concentration

Top 3: 58.9%

of overall premiums

- top 3 insurers (10% of the
total) cover 59% of overall
premiums

Top 10: 81.4%

31.7%

of overall premiums
18.6%

17.9%
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1.9%
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- top 10 insurers (33% of the
total) cover 81% of overall
premiums

% of overall market premiums

‘KSA market has still a huge growth potential: 84% of the current KSA market is
driven by compulsory insurance products only’

PRIMARY CHALLENGES IN KSA INSURANCE MARKET
Challenges

Impact

if not addressed

Customer expectations
are shifting dramatically
due to
- high penetration of
social media and digital
apps
- emergence of techsavvy generations
starting from
Millennials onwards

Change of
customer behavior

Big Tech companies
(Amazon, Google,…) are
entering the market

Potential new
market entrants

Necessities

InsurTechs can leverage a
wealth of data to profile
customers

Strong digital
technologies (telematic
devices, social media
platforms,…) are required
to attract customers

Sales

Multiple digital
touch-points and
immediate service
delivery are required to
satisfy less patient
customers
Reliable data to accurately
profile customers are
required to counter the
data power of BigTechs

Unit Profitability

Capacity to convert this
data in actionable insights
and superior customer
experience is required to
compete with InsurTech
and BigTech companies

Some InsurTechs are
starting to operate in the
entire insurance value
chain
SAMA (Saudi Arabian
Monetary Authority)
continues to introduce
measures to force insurers
to improve financial
solidity

Increasing regulatory
requirements

Big efforts in reviewing
existing contracts and
producing reports to show
compliance with new
regulations are required

Costs

More complex and
accurate data structure
for risk assessment is
required

SAMA continues to
strengthen further
regulations to enforce
stronger risk assessment
and more reliable pricing
Domination of compulsory
products leads to pricebased competition and low
product differentiation

Product innovation

Product innovation and
customization are required
to differentiate from
competition and to avoid
further erosion of profits

Unit profitability

Price-wars lead to erosion of
margins and small players
being driven out of market

Awareness of
insurance products

Low product differentiation
leads to loss of market
growth opportunities

Product innovation and
customization require a
deep understanding of
customer behavior and
needs

Non-compulsory
products are largely
under- developed in KSA

Non-compulsory products
constitute the biggest
growth opportunity for
insurers in KSA

Sales

Customers lack
necessary understanding
and awareness of
insurance products (e.g.
Takaful)

Multiple touchpoints with
customers are required to
increase the level of
communication with them
Strong capability to profile
customers is required to
communicate properly with
them, to increase their
engagement and their
awareness of insurance
products

Strong welfare system
reduces customer need
for insurance as a risk
management tool

‘The emergence of new tech-savvy generations is completely changing the rules of the
competition and disrupting the market’

DIGITAL INSURANCE IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
GLOBAL AVERAGES

Increased revenue

Reduced operational costs

Reduced document
processing time

Improved of claims
processing efficiency

Reduced claims payout

Increased customer
satisfaction

20 - 30%

10 - 20%

60 - 80%

25 - 30%

15 - 20%

15 - 20ppt

‘Lean digitalization brings to insurance companies not only sensible
improvements of economic performance, but also radical
enhancement of quality and delivery service’

FOUR PRINCIPLES’ LEAN DIGITAL INSURANCE APPROACH
Our approach to a Lean Digital Insurance Transformation includes the generation of transparency on strategy, the
definition of a digital agenda and the parallel implementation of Lean digital & traditional Lean projects while
enabling the organization

Generate Transparency
on Corporate Strategy

Define Vision
(Defensive/Offensive Strategy)

Design Lean Digital Value Streams
- Analysis of data structure
- Analysis of service flows

Implement Lean
Traditional Projects
-

Application of Traditional Lean
Methodologies (TPM, TQM & JIT)
Traditional waste elimination
Solution design
Implementation of designed
solutions

- Identification of gaps
- Identification of projects
- Project roadmap definition

Digital
Agenda

Implement Lean
Digital Projects
-

Enable
Organization

-

Requirement to data specification
Identification of key stakeholders
Lean design of main features of
the app
Identification of needed data-set
App development & launch

‘Four Principles has developed a structured approach to support
insurers in their Lean digital transformation'

BENEFITS FOUR PRINCIPLES’ LEAN DIGITAL INSURANCE APPROACH
Nowadays it is becoming imperative to exploit at the maximum level the wealth of data that digital technologies can
produce and elaborate. Lean Digital Insurance is an approach that helps insurance companies to produce real-time
effective data in a reliable way and to generate actionable insights for decision making and superior customer
experience.

Cost/Revenue

Lead Time

Quality

+15%

-75%

+40%

increased revenue for
increasing lead conversion
with data analytics

reduced claim payment lead
time with digitally enabled
claims document submission

increased customer
satisfaction rate through apps
that enhance customer
experience

-30%

-50%

-35%

lower administration cost to
comply with regulatory
requirements

reduced average
time-to-market of customized
products with customer data
analytics

decreased the effort for
reworking inaccurate data
provided by ERPs

‘Four Principles’ approach is capable of supporting insurers to tackle current
market challenges whilst expanding their customer base and improving their
profitability’

www.fourprinciples.com

